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TWO

EXOTIC SUBSTANCES: THE INTRODUCTION
AND GLOBAL SPREAD OF TOBACCO,

COFFEE, COCOA, TEA, AND DISTILLED
LIqUOR, SIXTEENTH TO EIGHTEENTH

CENTURI ES

RUDI MATTHEE

INTRODUCTION

nnou the late sixteenth to the early eighteenth century substances with
addictive qualities such as tobacco, coffbe, cacao, tea, and distilled
liquor were introduced, found acceptance, and spread with remarkable
speed around the globe.l The near-simultaneity of the introduction and
the similarity in the reception and dissemination of these psychotropic
substances among the population of Europe and parts of America, Asia,
and Africa is striking enough to invite comparisons. To draw such
comparisons is the aim of the following discussion, which will consider
the transformation of these five stimulants from curiosity and rarity to
commonplace commodity in the context of a number of converging and
intersecting economic, social, and political processes.

The first of these is the expansion of European horizons in the wake of
the great maritime discoveries at the turn of the sixteenth century.
Europe's exploration of the globe not just ushered in a commercial
revolution, but simultaneously helped ignite a revolution in scientific
and religious thought and practice that was to have a lasting impact on
the world. While the Renaissance overturned the existing canons of
science and philosophy and inspired a new focus on the physical and
the material, the Reformation forced a new consciousness upon man,
urging him to contemplate God individually and to conduct his life
according to a new personal ethic. In the practical morality of sub-
sequent movements such as Puritanism and Pietism the new stimulants
became indices of individual responsibility, and were alternately
denounced as emblems of moral rot and social degeneracy, or cele-
brated as the embodiment of sobriety and vigilance.

The individualization of society adumbrated by Renaissance and
Reformation occurred in the context of the second process, the rise of
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the early modern state. Built around new bureaucratic structures,
legitimized through institutionalized religion, and relying on standing
armies, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century states everywhere formula-
ted centralist commercial policies and advanced claims to regularized
taxation. While at first the relevance of the exotic wares was limited to
mercantilist preoccupations with the balance of trade, this changed as

soon as governments began to recognize their value as taxable commo-
dities.

Great new urban centres in western Europe formed the loci of this
new political configuration. Their expansion spawned new commercial
and administrative elites as well as a rudimentary urban proletariat,
and redelined the boundaries between private and public spheres. The
growing social stratification and the segregation of class and gender
inherent in this development marks the third and final process to be

examined for its particular e{Iect on the status of the new substances

and the ambience in which they were consumed.
The following discussion will consider four aspects of the stimulants

as they pertain to the processes just outlined. First a brief survey will be
given of their expansion beyond Asia and South America. This will be

followed by an examination of the similarities in early perception. Next
the controversy surrounding the new stimulants in many parts of the
world will be discussed. Lastly, the question of their wider dissemi-
nation and popularization will be considered. In all cases the written
sources happen to be most abundant lor Europe; much of the discussion
will therefore inevitably centre on that continent. Throughout,
however, the widest possible geographical scope will be considered and,
wherever possible, parallels will be drawn with other parts of the world.

ORIGINS AND INTRODUCTION

The age of discovery and the subsequent trade expansion provides the
backdrop to the introduction of all but one of the stimulants under
discussion. Good examples are tobacco and cacao, both of which were
introduced in the wake of the early European colonization of the
Americas. Tobacco is generally held to have been introduced from the
Caribbean and Brazil by the early European discoverers. Whether or
not the tobacco plant and its use were unknown to any civilizations
outside the western hemisphere prior to t4gz, the fact is that the first
Europeans to witness tobacco smoking were members of Christopher
Columbus'crew.2

The knowledge and sporadic use of tobacco remained confined to the
Mediterranean world for the next half century, but spread quickly after
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26 RUDI MATTHEE

that. Theoretical knowledge advanced through works such as the
popular Agricuhure et maison rustique, a book on horticulture by Jean
Liebault, and the Cruldeboeck, written by the Flemish Rembertus
Dodonaeus in r 554 and held to be the oldest reference to the cultivation
of tobacco in Europe.sJean Nicot, whose name is immortalized in the
addictive substance in tobacco, contributed to the early knowledge by
describing tobacco while he served as the French ambassador to the
Portuguese crown in 156o.

The first group to use tobacco in Europe were the soldiers and sailors

who set out on military expeditions and commercial ventures from the

ports of Lisbon, Genova, and Naples. Trade took tobacco further north.
In the late sixteenth century those who would later become the chief
distributors around the world, the English, took up smoking. The first
clay pipes, modelled after Indian examples, began to be manuf;actured
in London in about I5Bo. Sailors and travellers brought the tobacco
habit from Portugal and England to Holland, and further on to
Norway, where tobacco appeared in the import duty tari{fs in I5Bg.*

War and commerce similarly furthered the spread beyond Europe's
coastal regions. The Thirty Years War disseminated tobacco into
central Europe, where English troops put at the disposal of Frederick of
Bohemia in r6zo were seen smoking as they marched through Saxony.
Before long, Germany was cultivating its own tobacco and served as a

springboard for the spread to Austria and Hungary.5
Further afield tobacco was introduced through commercial chan-

nels. English merchants introduced tobacco to Russia in the r56os. In
Africa and Asia tobacco penetrated by way of Portuguese and Dutch
sailors and merchants. Smoking was reported in Sierra Leone as early
as r6o7, while southern Africa was exposed to tobacco with the Dutch
founding of the Cape colony in r652.6 In most of Asia tobacco penetra-
ted in two ways. Central Asia acquired the tobacco habit via Iran,
which, in turn, had come into contact with it through Portuguese

commerce and Ottoman military campaigns.Japan, on the other hand,
learned of smoking directly from the Portuguese. Tobacco probably
spread to Korea and Manchuria with the Japanese occupation of the
Korean peninsula at the same time that it was introduced in southern
China by the Portuguese from Macao.T

A second substance whose introduction in the Old World resulted
from the discovery of the New World is cacao. Cocoa, the drink
prepared from cacao beans, originally was consumed as a spicy bever-
age, xocoatl, by the Indians of the Amazon basin, Venezuela, and
Mexico. The beans were among the specimens Columbus brought back
from his exploratory voyage. The first assortment shipped to Spain was
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seen as useless, however, and discarded.S Hernan Cort6s, the conqueror

of Mexico, was the next European to learn of cacao; he reintroduced the

bean as well as the knowledge ofits application to the Iberian peninsula,

where it was kept a secret during the entire sixteenth century. Aside from

occasional shipments to Spain, most of its trade until the early r Toos

remained confined to traffic between Venezuela and Mexico.e

While tobacco and cacao travelled from west to east, collee went in

the opposite direction and was introduced in Europe from the Ottoman

Bmpire via trade and travel. Coffee, which is now acknowledged to

have originated in Ethiopia, from where it spread to Yemen, became

known and found its way to other parts of the Middle East, particularly

Egypt, via the Red Sea trade beginning in the fifteenth century, 2oo

years prior to its introduction in Europe. Coflee was known in Cairo by

r5ro, and the first coffeehouse in Damascus opened in r53o' The

Turkish conquest of Mesopotamia facilitated the further spread from

the Fertile Crescent across the Ottoman Empire: in I554 the inhabit-

ants of the capital Istanbul were able to savour the new drink.t0 Other
parts of West Asia soon followed. Neighbouring Safavid lran, for

instance. must have been introduced to co{Iee within decades after its

spread in Turkey, for by the early seventeenth century a number of
bustling coffeehouses lined the main square of its capital Isfahan.ll

Europe was soon to learn of co{Iee as well. The first European to taste

coffee may have been the German physician Leonhard Rauwolf, who

learned of it in Aleppo in 1573.12 It was not much later, in I592, that
co{fee was included as an entry in the herbal treatises of the Italian
physician Prosper Alpinus.l3 Almost half a century later the drink itself
made its appearance in Europe, where it was introduced to Italy and

France by Venetian and Armenian merchants' Co{Iee was sold in
Venice in 164o. In France, Marseille had its first acquaintance with
coffee in $44 and Paris soon lollowed suit. The first European co{fee-

house opened in Venice in r645.
Simultaneously, co{Iee began to be imported via the maritime trade.

The Dutch, whose trade records from Mokha mention coflee beans in
1616, were the first Europeans to include coflee in their commercial

activity.r4 The Dutch East India Company (VOC, for Verenigde
Oostindische Compagnie) for decades confined coffee to its intra-
Asian network.15 It was only in t661, more than twenty years after the

Amsterdam Chamber of the VOC had ordered a first sample, that the
home country received its first substantial supply.16

The earliest western mention of tea, which originated in China and
had long been known in East Asia, is found in a work from r559 by the
Venetian author and administrator Giambatista Ramusio. Slightly
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later relerences occur in the correspondence of the Portuguese
missionaries da Cruz and Almeida.lT Despite these early accounts,
however, a wider knowledge of tea in Europe had to wait for the
establishment of the maritime companies. In r6o7 the VOC shipped its
first tea from Macao to Bantam; three years later Holland received its
first shipment.ls The earliest written relerence to tea in the English East
India Company (EIC) records dates from r6r5.le But it was, after a
ceremonial order in r 664, only in r 668 that the company placed its first
public tea order directly from the east.20 As well as via transshipment
from China, the leaves also reached Europe via the land route between
the Far East and Moscow, which became operative at approximately
the same time that the west received its first maritime supplies.

Alcohol had of course been known in Europe from antiquity. From
the barley drink of Sumeria to the wine in Greece and Rome and the
beer of the medieval monasteries, alcohol had long been associated with
religious ritual, economic enterprise, and social gathering. Tenth-
century Muslim alchemists experimented with the distillation of
alcohol, but only in early twelfth-century Europe does the perfect
chemical separation of alcohol seem to have been performed. The
large-scale introduction and consumption of distilled liquor had to wait
yet longer: it did not occur in most of Europe until the late sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries. In Ireland, whiskey was a popular
drink as early as r55o, but in wine-drinking France and ale-drinking
England the spread of spirit drinking was much slower. France began to
manufacture cognac in the r63os, when distillers and sellers were also

organized in a guild. In England spirit consumption took off in the
mid-seventeenth century, mainly as a result of the ever-rising duty on
beer. In Holland, where the first distillery was established in r575, a
surge in trade and prosperity as well as technological change soon

spawned a phenomenal growth of the industry.2l
Spirits caught on early in Russia as well. While it is unclear exactly

when vodka made its entry into Russian social life, it is likely that spirits
were first introduced by foreign mercenaries in the first half of the
sixteenth century. This would seem to be confirmed by the institution of
the state-controlled drink-shop (kabak) by Tsar Ivan in the middle of
the same century.22 In these saloons distilled spirits - mostly vodka -
gradually displaced other beverages such as mead, kvass, and beer.23

EARLY PERCEPTIONS

Remarkable similarities are found in the way early modern society
perceived and debated the new substances upon their introduction.
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Without exception, initial classification and description occurred not
under the heading of lbod, beverages, or entertainment, but that of
medicinal agents. The context was the rapid transformation of the

foundation of scientific enquiry in post-medieval Europe, where the

canon of antiquity and the reasoning intellect began to guide the

pursuit of science, and experimentation gradually replaced deference to

transmitted knowledge. Botany, alchemy, and medicine were among

the sciences thus a{Iected. Modern botany emerged from a comming-
ling of the medieval herbal tradition, a new interest in the classics, and

the influx of living samples of new plants and exotic crops, all of which
gave rise to the systematic analysis and classification of plants.

An incipient medicalization of society was another outcome of the

same process. As experimental research into bodily properties and

functions slowly began to undermine the Galenic humoral pathology
that had long dominated medical thinking, new theories were devel-

oped about the working of the human body, the cause of ailments, and

their remedies. In the resulting quest for experimental material and

curative agents the new stimulants played a prominent role.
Tobacco was one of the substances that aroused lively botanical

interest. Commissioned to study the indigenous flora and record new

species of plants, botanists early on joined the Spanish adventurers to
the New World. Thus, the private physician of Philip II, Hernandez de

Toledo, who was sent to Mexico in 1559 to study the local flora,
brought tobacco plants back to Spain, where they were subsequently
cultivated in the royal gardens.2a The title of Dodonaeus' work -
Crultdeboeck, Book of Herbs - clearly indicates the category into which
tobacco lell lor the seventeenth-century European scholar. The chapter
devoted to tobacco lists a long series of ailments against which it was

held to be effective. Tobacco seeds and leaves are credited with healing
powers for afllictions as varied as running wounds, whitlow, rashes of
the face, scrophulus, and rabies. The author further pays a great deal of
attention to the medical applications of nicotine, prescribing it as a
remedy for injuries of head, arms, and legs, which must be washed with
wine or urine prior to treatment with the leaves or the juice of the
tobacco plant.2s

Tobacco quickly became known as a panacea. Its exotic aura
explains its early seventeenth-century renown as an aphrodisiac and
may have contributed to its vaguely sacral and magical connotations in
the early stages of introduction. More practically, tobacco was con-
sidered to be a disinlectant in a time in which frequent outbreaks of the
plague left people desperate for preventive medicine. Praised as such
during the 1635-6 epidemic in Holland, tobacco maintained that
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reputation during the 1665 plague of London and the epidemic that
a{Ilicted Vienna in r679.26 Those who brought tobacco back from the
New world also claimed that it was capable of curing a disease they
had carried with them from the Americas as well - syphilis. others held
that the substance was e{rective against thirst, hunger, and insomnia.2T
In India tobacco appears to have been used against tooth-ache and
scorpion bites.28 European popular imagery, finally, depictsJean Nicot
presenting tobacco to catherine de Medici as a remedy against her
migraine. Not surprisingly, the first to make commercial use of tobacco
were apothecaries.

A candidate only slightly less likely than tobacco nowadays to be seen
as a healing agent is cacao. Yet the beans of the cacao plant, too, were
credited with medicinal qualities in the early phase of their intro-
duction in the west. Europeans claimed that the Indians considered the
spicy chocolate drink made from cacao to be good lbr the stomach and a
cure lbr catarrh. The Aztecs did indeed use cocoa as a medicine against
diarrhoea and dysentery and also considered it an aphrodisiac. This
latter attribute, which was common to many newly introduced exotic
products, crossed over to Europe, where in elite circles cocoa acquired
an aura of erotic refinement.29

Europeans were slow in getting used to the bitter taste of the new
drink, which was taken cold and blended with chillies and other spices.
The English physician Henry stubbe, who wrote a treatise on chocolate
for a curious doctor friend in oxford, noted that its taste was considered
'bitterish and adstringent' and 'none of the most pleasant to those that
are not used to it'.30 He nevertheless sang chocolate's praises as a
wholesome beverage, noting its nourishing quality, its capacity to .allay
splenetique fumes and drowsiness', to 'generate good Llood', and to
promote'natural expurgation'.

cofree and tea were two more exotic substances which Europeans
initially valued as medicinal agents rather than as ingredients of t.rty
beverages. cofree beans were long sold by grocers and spice dealers as a
drug. Thomas Herbert called coflbe 'more wholesome than toothsome',
and cited its reputation as a substance that 'confronts raw stomachs,
helps digestion, expels wind, and dispels drowsiness'.31 A generation
later, Philippe Dufour, drawing attention to its capacity to render
blood 'less acrid and more fluid', noted that doctors pr.s.ribed cofree
for women during menstruation and after childbirth.32 Not surpris-
ingly, VOC records refer to coIlee as ,that medicine'.33

In England, where it was perceived similarly in the seventeenth
century' cofree won the sympathy of the famous physician william
Harvey, who praised its medicinal qualities. corree indeed became
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widely prescribed by doctors, many of whom saw it as a welcome

antidote to alcoholism.34 This latter property, as well as its reputed

anti-aphrodisiacal effect, accounts for the grudging approval coffee was

given by the Puritans. For their part, the owners of the newly opened

coffeehouses were naturally quick to advertise the outlandish concoc-

tion as a cure for a wide array of diseases.

As Galenic notions dominated Islamic as much as Christian medi-

cine, it is not surprising to find that the authors of sixteenth- and

seventeenth-century Arab and Persian medical and botanical manuals

perceived coffee in much the same way as their European counterparts.

Discussing the properties of coflbe, they stressed its coldness and

dryness; in their enumeration of remedial qualities they listed gastric

and respiratory ailments; while among the negative humoral eflects of
overindulgence they mentioned haemorrhoids, headaches, and a

reduced libido.35
Tea quickly acquired the therapeutic image it has retained until

today. In England, early coffeehouse proprietors advertised the new

drink to unf;amiliar customers as a novelty 'approved by all physi-
cians'.36 The French Cardinal Mazarin drank tea against his gout.37 In
late seventeenth-century Russia, too, tea was consumed mainly for
medicinal purposes: many drank it before or after indulging in liquor.38

No one, however, did more to make tea respectable than the physi-
cians of the empirical medical school that emerged in the enlightened
Dutch Golden Age. Substituting a contrast between salutary and
unhealthy for the traditional good versus evil dichotomy, its representa-

tives, prominent doctors like Nicolaas Tulp and Stephan Blankaart,
adumbrated the secularization of medicine. Tea was one of the sub-

stances they studied for its effect on the human body, perceived by them
as a hydraulic machine moved by the flow ofjuices.3e Cornelis Bonte-
koe, one of the school's protagonists, thought eight to ten cups the
minimum for one's health, but did not stop there. Rumoured to have

been paid by the VOC to write favourably about the new drink,
Bontekoe saw no problem with a daily intake of fifty to a hundred
cups.€

Distilled liquor resembles tea in that it has retained the mystique of
wholesomeness of a number of ailments, its demonization by many
notwithstanding. Names such as aqua vitae, aquavit, and eau de vie
illustrate its reputedly medicinal qualities. Well into the sixteenth
century distillation remained within the alchemist tradition and was

only practised by apothecaries. The above-mentioned Jean Liebault
wrote one of the first descriptions of distilling in order to 'give apotheca-
ries a taste of distilling and stimulate them to be more and more careful
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in preparing their medicines'.4' The outcome of the process, brandy,
was routinely used against diseases such as plague and gout and the loss
of voice.a2 Late sixteenth-century Berlin restricted the sale of branily to
apothecaries,a3 while a generation later the French government even
limited the privilege of manufacturing grain spirits to-apothe.aries and
spice merchants.4

CONTROVERSY

It should scarcely be surprising that the introduction of the various
exotic substances roused a great deal of debate in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Europe. Nor is it strange that in the age of Refor-
mation, counter-Reformation, and puritanism, these debatls tended to
be articulated in religious and moral terms, even if their true import
was political or economic. The Reformation inaugurated a quest for
personal salvation which centred on individual responsibility. its ethic
proclaimed salvation contingent upon self-restraint and discipline. pur-
itanism and its eighteenth-century successor movement, pietism, laid
even more stress on a practical morality for everyday life guided by
sobriety and vigilance. The mind-altering e{rects of ih. .,r.liorr, ,r.*
stimulants alternatively fuelled fears of frivolousness and the spectre of a
threatened moral order, or held out the promise of increasei wakeful-
ness, and as such inevitably figured in the deliberations of European
clerics and moralists. A similar tone and substance is found in Russia,
and the Islamic world, where the articulation of prohibitive measures
as a 'return to the true faith' tended to be intertwined with e{rorm to
bolster the legitimacy of (new) rulers.

over time, debate in many countries subsided as the stimurants
became irrelevant to medicine or lost their power as emblems of
demonology. Even more deflecting was the shifi in debate and oppo_
sition from moral preoccupation to economic concern. Moralists and
preachers continued to inveigh against the satanic origin or the debili-
tating e{fect of tobacco, co{rbe, or liquor, but lost g.o,rrid to bureaucrats
who realized that the addictive substancer, fu. f.o- just draining
bullion, might actually be turned into a source of profit. For the
European early modern state, burdened by ever_growing military and
administrative expenditure, tobacco, coffbe, u.ra tiqio. oflered a
welcome opportunity to expand its tax base.

With the exception of liquor, none of the stimulants became as
frequent a target of olEcial prohibition as tobacco. Rodrigo de Jerez,one of columbus' crew and the first one to smoke i., d.r.op.", *u,
brought before the Inquisition, accused of sorcery, and imprisoned for
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seven years upon his return to Spain.as In r575 the colonial authorities
in Mexico issued an order forbidding the use of tobacco throughout
Spanish America. In some European countries, too, tobacco soon met a

great obstacle in the abhorrence with which it was received by the

authorities. In Elizabethan England, for instance, tobacco early on

became the subject of fierce debate. Medical reservations, mercantilist
concerns over the shortage of coin the importation of tobacco was

thought to cause, as well as a deeply felt apprehension about the sloth

and dissolution intemperance might produce among the working
classes, caused many in the upper echelons of society to oPpose the new

'drug'.+6 KingJames I, who received anti-tobacco counselling from his

private surgeon, in 16o4 took an active part in the debate and

published a virulent attack on tobacco and its use, entitled A Counler-

blast to Tobacco, in which he elaborated on the prevailing association of
tobacco with vanity and moral corruption. Tobacco, called repulsive in
smell and dangerous for the brain by the king, was subjected to a tax,

but not prohibited.
Charles I continued his father's policy of discouraging the use of

tobacco, albeit less vigorously.aT For both rulers, however, moral objec-

tions were balanced by a concern over the newly developed tobacco
cultivation in America. At the behest of the Virginia tobacco lobby the
crown in r6zo tried to limit the use of tobacco by banning cultivation in
England. ln 16z7 this was followed by an attempt to regulate and
centralize the importation of tobacco through an ordinance that
required all tobacco coming into the country to go through London.
This measure, which was renewed in 163o and 1634, failed, as did the

restriction of tobacco sales to licensed persons. Much as bothJames and
Charles disliked tobacco, they gradually deferred to its economic
benefits.

Economic considerations, not moral aversion, played a decisive role
in the continuing discouragement of home-grown tobacco. Cromwell in
r65z bowed to the interests of the Virginia merchants by renewing the

ban on indigenous cultivation. But the measure provoked so much
resistance in Parliament that he was forced to mitigate the law to the
point of non-enforcement. Thus all efforts to suppress cultivation and
consumption ran aground against a habit which had become firmly
rooted in social and economic life of the country and its colonies.

England was not unique with its royal opprobrium. In Denmark,
too, the king personally objected to the smoking of tobacco. Simon
Paulli, professor of botany and private physician of King Christian IV,
wrote a treatise against tobacco at the ruler's instigation.4s Elsewhere,
the Church became the most vociferous opponent of tobacco. Pope
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Urban VIII witnessed with growing concern how laymen and priestsatike enjoyed their snu'even in cturch, and in ,d4;;;; a Bullagainst smoking in St Peter's, threatening violators with excomrnuni_cation' Renewed by his successor rnnocent X in 165o, the Bull wasrendered ine{Gctive by.the granting, five years later, of a concession forthe sale of tobacco u"d..brT9l_in?e papal domairr. It *u, om.iuttyrepealed by Pope Benedict XIII, who r."_, ,o have been an avid snufftaker himself.ae
In Holland, where in medical circles tobacco roused the same curio-sity as tea, doctors and pubric morarists di{rered i" rh.i;;;i;; aboutits medicinal merits and its recreationar permissib'ifJ5'*ir. o.r.Dutch docror craimed. that his smoking halit had herpld hi- ,,rrrrirr.the plague of r635-6,sr a-Flemish po.r iid that the ,two cordiars, of thediscovery ofAmerica, gold and aol...o, have ,done more mischief thanthe two great diseases, scurvy and the pocks,.52 The most 

"i;;;vilification of smoking, or drinking tobacco, as it was called, came fromthe pulpit, even though opposit"ion did not necessar'y arise fromclerical ranks. More typicalyjit was laymen who condemned smoking,associating it with vanity and idreness. i.rorr. of this hud -;;; f.u.ti"ute{rect beyond the prohibition of tobacco in the Dutch ,rur., ..ri'rt e landarmy of Prince Maurits.

fh-e fire hazard, in addition to clerical resistance, led to a ban onsmoking in many cities and principarities in_German:rp.;ki"; Europeafter the peace of Westphalia. The city of Cologne irr.r.d u Uui u, .urtyas 1649' rts example was foilowed th... y...rIater by gu.,r.;iu, *lri.r,restricted prohibition to peasants and other commoners, by Saxony in1653, and by wtirttemberg in r656.ra The city of Bern in 166r out-lawed the use of tobacco on the giound that it harmed human repro_duction, and even instituted a tobia.co court, which *u, orrtf .uorishedin the mid-nineteenth century. In Austria tobacco was banned on anumber of occasions in the late r6oos.54 rn some German towns restric_

'iol'il 
smoking in public remained in e{fect until the rB4B revolution.O{ficial aversion to tobacco, 

_encouraged by the .d*, J", "",confined ro western E_u_r9pe. rn Russia, J clerically_l.d ,.%;; _ov._ment persuaded rsar Mikhail Romanov to prohibit the use of tooacco
Ii6g1'promising deportation to siberia foi those *ho disob.y.J rri-.ofrend.ers risked being bastinadoed o. rrurri.rg their nostrils srit - and attimes the death penalty.ss In r649 Mikhail,s successor Alexis, acting atthe instigation of the p,-..ita.ricui;zearots o{-piety,, realfirmed the banin a new Law code' ih. bun *r, 

".rfo...J erratically and did little tostem the immense popularity of tobacco in Russia, but remained inplace until r697, when peter the Great repealed it.
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Further east, shah 'Abbas of Iran (r. r5B7-r629) outlawed the use of
tobacco in the early r6oos, allegedly because it had been introduced by
his archenemies, the ottomans.56 His successor, Shah Safi, repeated the
ban when he acceded to the throne.57 In the neighbouring ottoman
Empire, religious opinions were divided. sultan Murad IV in r633 used
a huge fire that destroyed thousands ofhouses in Istanbul as a pretext to
prohibit the use of a substance associated with political opposition.ss
The rulers ofJapan and India outlawed tobacco as well in the early
r6oos.5e All this had little e{rect and, as in Russia and western Europe,
tobacco smoking continued its unstoppable march in Asia.

cocoa in Europe long remained a 'catholic' drink prepared exclus-
ively by Spanish monks in their cloisters. It met few adversaries, all of
whom are found in the country's clerical circles. The main controversy
over the use of chocolate in sixteenth-century spain was whether it
should be seen as a food or a liquid, with consequences for its use in
periods of fasting in either case. Cocoa's alleged passion-raising prop-
erties also seem to have been a topic of discussion.60

In contrast to cocoa, tea in time became a quintessentially 'calvinist'
drink. catholics and, to a lesser extent, Lutherans rarely treated
alcohol as a major problem. calvinism and Puritanism, on the other
hand, tended to condemn alcohol as satanic and eagerly welcomed tea
as an emblem of sobriety and moral restraint, almost as a divine
alternative. England is a good example. There the incapacity of tea to
intoxicate helped spur its acceptance in religious circles followed by
social reformers concerned about the working classes. Even the Dutch
physicians who described its elrects in the bio-functional terms of their
school - alcohol makes ill, tea heals * converged with more traditional
religious views in crediting tea with increased vigilance and piousness.6l

while tea by and large escaped the admonishments of seventeenth-
century moralists, controversy was not altogether absent. An example
of a written pronouncement against tea is the book by the above-
mentioned Simon Paulli, which warns against the excessive use of
tobacco as well as tea. The latter, the author notes, hastens the death of
all past the age of forty.62 In eighteenth-century England people like
Jonas Hanway and John wesley inveighed against tea for its ailegedry
e{reminate aura and the indolence to which it was believed to read.63
others reserved their invective for the 'superfluous money wasted on
tea and sugar' by the poor.64 In contemporary Germany, finally, the
centralizing Prussian state campaigned against tea in the northern
provinces it was bringing under its control, pronouncing the drink far
less nutritious than the traditional beer in which it had an important
economic stake.65

l*
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coffee aroused lar greater religious and political controversy when it
spread from the southern tip of the Arabian peninsula to other parts of
the Muslim world.66 In the Ottoman Empire, religious leadeis, who
watched in horror how the cofreehouse began to pose a challenge to the
mosque as a place of congregation, in the late sixteenth century
repeatedly urged the sultan to prohibit the use of co{ree.67 In safavid
Iran, the scene of similar campaigns in 1645 and 1694, coffeehouses
rather than co{ree were targeted.os while moral objections inspired the
ulama, secular authorities saw more cause for concern in the association
of colreehouses with political debate. when during the candia wars in
the r66os tempers in cofreehouses ran high, the ottoman Grand vizier
Kopriilii ordered their closure. The long-term official reception in the
ottoman Empire was hardly less ambivalent than in Europe, however.
while religious aversion and a fear of social and political disruption led
to prohibitive measures, the income coffee generated eventually over-
came most resistance.69

The association of cofree with idleness and unrest was not confined to
the world of Islam. In Restoration England, too, colTee found oppo_
nents in those who saw in co{rbehouses hotbeds of sedition and watched
their proliferation with suspicion. In an effort to muzzle the political
opinions voiced in the myriad new coffeehouses that sprang up after the
Great Fire of r666, o{ficials advised King charles II to suppress these
'nurseries of idleness and pragmaticalness'. They received unexpected
assistance in their campaign from the women of London, who expressed
their concern about the side-efrects of cofree drinking with the sub-
mission of a'women's Petition Against colree'. calling cofree a bever-
age that caused domestic disorder and made men sexually inactive, the
women - who were not allowed in coffeehouses - complained that their
husbands spent idle time and money away from home, as a result of
which the 'entire race was in danger of extinction'.70 These consider-
ations eventually led the king to issue a proclamation in r675, ordering
the closing of these establishments. within ten days the measure had to
be repealed over a storm ofpopular protest.Tl

In most other European countries the introduction of co{ree does not
seem to have been accompanied by much discussion beyond an occa-
sional protest from wine purveyors or beer brewers who feared for their
livelihood. The only objection to cofree, Frangois Valentyn wrote in the
early r 7oos, came from su{rering beer brewers.T2 Taxation rather than
prohibition became the norm in government reaction. The French
government, lor instance, in r69z monopolized colfee by instituting a
co{fee tax and by restricting imports and sales to tax farmers. Taxation
motivated the English authorities as well. seeing its revenue from beer
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dwindle as co{Tee grew in popularity, the English government in r663
was quick to license co{fbehouses and levy an excise duty per gallon of
coffee sold. As the enforcement of this tax was soon found to be rather
cumbersome, it was replaced in r689 by a simple customs duty of 5s per
pound.

Germany was the exception to the rule oflimited opposition to coffee.

Resistance came in part from those who, wary of French influence,
rejected coflbe as a foreign drink and a fashionable luxury.73 More
serious was the mixture of state hunger for taxes and mercantilist fears

of foreign imports, which made coffee fall under the axe of prohibitive
measures for a good part of the eighteenth century. German oflicials
assumed that large coflee imports would harm the sale of barley and
malt used in the production of beer. The distinctly Prussian imprint of
German attitudes toward coIlee is reflected in the disciplinary char-
acter of official policy. Various German states in the eighteenth century
issued decrees which forbade the consumption of coflee to the poor on

the land and the working classes in the cities, allegedly in an effort to
encourage public health but, more truthfully, in an attempt to protect
the country's beer brewers. In some cases, ordinances that limited the
enjoyment of co{Iee to nobles and clergymen led to popular revolt.Ta

Abolitions of these and similar measures had to wait until the Napoleo-
nic wars.

Given the visible eflects on the immoderate user of alcohol, it is

hardly surprising that the most adversarial reception of all was reserved

for distilled liquor. From the Reformation onward, reactions in societies

where Satan's abode, the tavern, was often found next door to the house

of God tended to be expressed in stark moral language.T5 State

measures meant to curb inebriation in seventeenth-century Europe
were as numerous as clerical tirades against public intoxication: both
are too numerous to list. However, just as government injunctions
against spirits fought a losing battle against the need for tax revenue, so

pious admonitions failed to deter the poor from indulging in their
favourite vice.

Perhaps the best example is Russia, where the state began to mono-
polize the sale of alcohol as early as I54o. The profit-versus-morals
dilemma was at the heart of the anti-liquor acts of I649 and I652. In
part introduced at the behest of the church reform movement which
encouraged people to attend church rather than spend time in taverns,
in part to deflect precious grain from alcohol production, these acts
curbed public drinking by abolishing the drink shops. The state,
concerned about its tax revenue, simultaneously monopolized spirits,
which yielded a higher tax profit than the traditional alcoholic bever-
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ages. The result of these prohibitionist measures was meagre, for illicit
drinking places sprang up overnight. Naturally, state revenue fell
drastically as well. In r66z drink shops were reopened for the combined
benelit of the thirsty population and the cash-hungry government.T6

SPREAD AND POPULARIZATION

The substances examined here exhibit similarities not only in the
patterns of their introduction and initial application but also in the
manner in which they became disseminated and gained popularity
among various segments of society.

As this process occurred in the context of the seventeenth-century
commercial revolution, its near-simultaneity was anything but coinci-
dental. Co{fee, tea, and chocolate at first were exceedingly expensive
drinks and therefore outside the reach of all but the well-to-do. As a
regular supply system came into being, however, prices fell and the
substances became more affordable.

But while the large-scale commercial traffic in new commodities
accounts for their introduction and affordability, the explanation for
their popular appeal cannot be reduced to mere availability. Other
factors, relating to profound social changes that were simultaneously
taking place in European society, merit consideration as well. Between
r5oo and r8oo, in the words of Roger Chartier,'people fin the west]
began to imagine, experience, and protect private life in a new way'.77
Family life and individual freedom acquired new meanings as part of a
redefinition of the boundaries between the public and private spheres.

The encroachment of the bureaucratic state caused people to seek

refuge in the intimacy of lamily life. At the same time, however, people
sought to'constitute a private life outside the constraints of the family',
a private life, that is, on the basis of freely chosen forms of social and
political association. The emerging administrative, commercial, and
intellectual elites of Europe's secularizing urban centres engaged in new
lorms of social interaction, created new a{Eliations, and frequented new
gathering places, ranging from Masonic Lodges to scientific societies
and literary salons.

In this permutation of public and private spheres the stimulants
played the role of tokens marking shifting class and gender lines. Except
in the case of tobacco and liquor, popularization ofwhat initially were
expensive novelties occurred as a'downward' movement, with ordinary
people gradually adopting consumer habits that once were the exclus-
ive domain of the wealthy who, in turn, often emulated the fashion of
royal circles. In a desire to uphold class boundaries, society's upper
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strata tended to react to this by embracing a diflerent stimulant or,
eventually, by elevating the ambience of proper consumption to the

level of exclusivity. No less salient in this process are the gender aspects.

A clear diflerentiation between private and public space also became

inscribed in a segregation between male and female spheres.

The popularization of tobacco followed a somewhat ambiguous
trajectory in that the two opposite sides of the social spectrum acted as

catalysts in its wider appeal. While sailors and soldiers spread tobacco
among the common people, Europe's royal houses helped to popularize
its use among the elite. An example is the transmission of the tobacco

leaf from Lisbon to the French court, where the Queen Mother Cath-
erine de Medici (r. r56o-89) developed a belief in its curative power.

The adoption of the substance, which briefly came to be called cather-

inaire,precipitated its spread to other countries, where many were eager

to imitate French ways. The sending of tobacco seeds to Italy by
Cosimo de Medici's ambassador in Paris led to the cultivation of the

plant in Tuscany. The papal nuntius in Lisbon simultaneously intro-
duced the seeds to the Vatican, where they were planted in the gardens.

Tobacco at this stage was associated with religious circles, as the name

herba santa or herba sacra indicates.Ts The 'smoking sessions' various

German courts organized in the early r Toos - the most renowned

'Tabak-Kollegium' being that of Frederick William of Prussia (r 688-
1740) - accelerated the acceptance of tobacco among the elite beyond

the Rhine.Te
In the spread of tobacco we find perhaps the best example of a

commodity whose varied use reflected social divisions. As tobacco

smoke oflended many in the upper classes and as pipe smoking was seen

to be inelegant for ladies, taking snuff became a way for the elite to
distinguish itself from the populace. Thus the Italian clergy mostly used

tobacco in the form of snuff. Snuff was introduced in France under
Louis XIII and became particularly popular at the court of Louis XIV,
in part, it is said, because the king hated the smell of tobacco smoke.8O

From France the habit spread to other countries. England's upper
classes adopted snuff under Charles II, who took to it while in Paris,

and soon High Society shunned the pipe, which was relegated to the

lower classes.sl In Germany, finally, where snuff was introduced by

French Huguenots after t685, the manner in which social distinctions
were marked by di{Ierent ways of consuming tobacco is reflected in a
satirical verse from the turn of the eighteenth century:

Ein Landsknecht raucht, ein H<ifling schnupft Tabak
Doch wer ist hier am meisten fein?

Der eine bliist ihn fort, der andre zieht ihn ein!
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A mercenary smokes, a courtier snuffs tobacco
But who's the most refined here?
The one blows it out, the other inhales it!82

Seventeenth-century Holland appears as something of an exception
to this rule for, as Dutch genre painting suggests, pipe smoking was
common among all classes. Scenes by painters such as Jan Steen and
Adriaan Brouwer, while mostly depicting the labouring classes, show
that in the united Provinces a wide range of social groups as well as
both sexes enjoyed their pipes. with growing French influence in the
eighteenth century, however, snuffbecame common among the upper
ranks of Dutch society as well.

Unlike tobacco, which spread with lightning speed, coflee every-
where needed a few generations to become common. In the ottoman
Empire, where co{Iee had been known for a long time, popularization
beyond Istanbul gained momentum in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, when co{reehouses opened in many provincial
towns in Anatolia. In Europe, genuine popularization had to wait until
the quandary between supply and demand had been solved. Maritime
supply allowed for the quantities that made prices affordable and thus
increased popularity. But only growing demand warranted increased
supplies. In Holland, for instance, supplies did not reach substantial
levels until the r69os.83

Interestingly, Valentyn asserted that it was the English who had
taught the Dutch to drink co{ree.8a colree indeed had been k'own
somewhat longer in England, where it was introduced by Levantine
merchants, who also opened the first coffeehouse in oxford in 165o.
London followed two years later. The drink quickly caught on, for a
r66o voc report, commenting on an order for cofree from Amsterdam,
noted that coffbe was beginning to become popular in Europe, but
'especially in England'.85 By r66r London already boasted more than a
dozen cofreehouses, a number which was to proliferate after the Great
Fire of r666.

Nevertheless, coffbe deliveries from the east in these early days
remained erratic, and the drink was therefore subject to great price
fluctuations. It was only with the drop in prices in the early eighteenth
century that cofree gained in popularity in England. coffeehouses at
that time began to spring up in the large cities and assumed an
indispensable function as gathering places for those engaged in com-
merce and insurance. In Holland, meanwhile, where the first
coffbehouse had been established in r 663-4,s6 there was 'hardly a house
of standing where coffee is not drunk every morning,.sT Not only people
of standing, but even the 'little people', indeed the servants of the
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well-to-do, had acquired a taste for coffee.88 Many co{Teehouses in the
larger Dutch cities were located in the vicinity of the stock exchange,
where merchants and city administrators gathered to discuss and
conduct business.

In France the court appears to have consumed co{Iee well before it
was available to the general public. The country's first public coffee-
house opened in r672, but it had more success with newly introduced
brandy than with co{Iee, which was little appreciated by the local
population. This was to change with the opening of the famous coflee-
house Procope in 1686. By distinguishing itself from the popular
alcohol-purveying cabarets through a sumptuous decor and an air of
sophistication, Procope managed to attract a high-class clientele that
took advantage of the opportunity to gather separately lrom the

cornmon man. Soon others followed this example and coffbehouses

proliferated.se
German-speaking Europe received its co{Iee not just from the west

but, bordering as it did on Ottoman territory, acquired it via the
eastern overland trade as well. Vienna, Regensburg, and Nuremberg
came into contact with coflee through the Turks. Vienna had four
coffeehouses in 1688, a number that was to grow to sixty-eight in
r7B7.so Due to their proximity to Holland, the western regions tended
to receive their supply via the East India trade. Just as the English
taught the Dutch to drink co{fbe, the latter spread the drink to
Germany. Co{Iee was introduced at the court of Brandenburg by the
above-mentioned Bontekoe, who was the private physician of Frederick
William. The acceptance at the elite level must have stimulated con-
sumption in cofleehouses, the first of which was opened in 167l in
Hamburg. Often established and run by foreigners, co{fbehouses soon

spread to other places as well.el Yet in Germany, too, where coffee-

houses lacked the Dutch and English association with commercial
vitality, coIlee long remained an exclusive drink and, as elsewhere, the
middle classes only took to it in the early eighteenth century. At that
time special coffee sessions, so-called 'Kafleekrdnzchen', began to be

organized by and for women. These gatherings were occasions for the

exchange of news and gossip, and may be seen as the female response to
the co{Ieehouses which by then had clearly become a male domain.

The story of the popularization of chocolate runs somewhat parallel
to that of coffee. Due to a lack of familiarity with cacao following
Spanish secrecy, the Dutch or the English in the sixteenth century
would take all they deemed valuable upon capturing a Spanish ship but
throw overboard arry cacao they found.s2 By the beginning of the next
century, however, word of the new drink began to spread. Italy was the

l{
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first country after Spain that became familiar with cocoa. In r6o6 the
drink was known in Florence. The breakthrough north of the Pyrenees
came in r 6 r 5, when Anna ofAustria, the eldest child of King Philip III,
was married to Louis XIII and o{fered Spanish chocolate to her new
husband as part of her bridal gift. The drink rapidly gained ground
among French courtiers, its popularity helped by the status of Spain as

the origin of lashionable and chic trends.
Following Spain, France quickly imbued cocoa with an aura of

sensuality and luxury. Louis XIV and his Spanish wile Maria Theresa
continued the court's infatuation with chocolate. Soon France made
itself more independent from Spanish supplies by cultivating cacao
beans in its own West Indian colonies. The aftermath of the War of the
Spanish Succession also brought cocoa to the Austrian domains of
Spain where, due to low taxation, it became a popular drink among the
aristocracy and the wealthy.

Holland and England became active in the transshipment of cacao -
Amsterdam became the largest port of entry following the Dutch
seizure of Curagao in r634 - but consumption in both countries seems

to have been introduced from France. In Amsterdam various co{Iee-
houses oflered chocolate around r665.e3 In London's early collee-
houses chocolate was still served as a cold drink - eating chocolate
only began in the nineteenth century with the invention of a method to
combine cocoa butter with chocolate liquor. In r657 a Parisian shop-
keeper established the first chocolate shop in the English capital. The
price in the mid-seventeenth century of ros to r5s per pound made
chocolate, even more than coffee, an exclusive beverage, a status it
retained throughout the eighteenth century. A lew of London's early
chocolate houses, such as White's Cocoa flouse, later turned into
respectable clubs for the aristocracy.

As well as in its East Asian lands of origin, tea established itself as the
favourite drink primarily in the north-west European countries active
in importing it. Otherwise, tea became a household beverage in those
countries and regions where religious reform movements were most
keen to propagate an alternative to alcohol. These include, besides
Holland and England, the United States, at least until r 773, most of
northern Germany, and Russia, where tea became a national drink as

well, albeit not until the end of the eighteenth century. Exceptions to
this pattern are the countries in south-west and south Asia, from
Turkey to India, which also adopted tea. There, changing trade routes,
the feasibility of indigenous cultivation, and the growing influence of
Britain, British India, and, in the case of Turkey and Iran, Russia,
caused tea to replace coffee in the nineteenth century.
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As was noted before, England initially received its tea via Holland.
The first direct delivery from China to England seems to have taken
place in r666, four years after the coming of Catherine of Braganza
from Portugal as Charles II's bride had introduced tea as a fashionable
drink for ladies.ea For some time to come, however, tea continued to be

considered 'a rarity' and lagged behind coflee in popularity.ss
The main reason lor this was that tea, more than coflee, was prohibi-

tively expensive at 6os a pound or eight times the weekly wages of a
labourer. As long as the supply was dependent on private merchants,
tea deliveries remained scanty and erratic. This situation ended when
in r686 the EIC decided to include tea in its regular imports from Asia.
The result was a great increase in the quantities supplied. Whereas less

than zoo pounds had annually been delivered in most of the period
from 1675 to 1686, almost 5,ooo pounds was imported in r687, while
three years later the company shipped over 4o,ooo pounds.e6 In the
process the EIC gained the upper hand over the private traders who
dominated the coffee trade.

A good example of shifting consumer habits is eighteenth-century
England, which saw the decline of the coffeehouse and the rise of the tea

garden, catering to men, women, and families.eT Curiously, tea in the

course of time became Britain's democratic drink par excellence. The
beginning of tea's downward movement was facilitated by its noted
reputation as a drink without intoxicating properties. Unlike coflbe,

which was rumoured to be 'bad for the head', tea was also recom-
mended lor ladies as much as for gentlemen. An influential periodical
such as the Spectator in the early eighteenth century no doubt further
contributed to this when it advised its readers that 'all well-regulated
households served tea in the morning'.eB

Even so, the tax slapped on it by the English government - instituted
in tandem with that on cofTee - long continued to make tea unattain-
able for the masses. A flourishing black market was the result. Large-
scale smuggling did not stop until I7B4 when William Pitt repealed the

high government duties and caused the EIC to import enough tea to
satisfy demand without raising prices. Tea by then was no longer seen

as an exclusively upper-class beverage: originally consumed un-
sweetened, it was now taken with sugar - now affordable as well and
had become the indispensable drink for the English working classes

starved for cheap calories.ee

Protestant Holland, as England, did not really become a tea-
drinking country until the turn of the eighteenth century. Doctor
Bontekoe's approval may have had some influence on popular accept-
ance, but falling prices, resulting from regular supplies, are likely to

v
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have played a greater role. The growing popularity of tea in Holland in
the early eighteenth century is illustrated in the increasing amounts
shipped by the VOC. In r69r the Amsterdam directors of the company,
no doubt encouraged by the recent English decision to allow the import
of tea from Holland by licence, issued an order for r5,ooo to 2o,ooo
pounds.l00 In r7r5,6o,ooo to 7o,ooo pounds were requested {br the
home country; in the following year the order went up to roo,ooo
pounds, reaching r million pounds in t7z4.tol

Beer and ale for centuries had provided nutrition for the labouring
classes in northern countries. Judging from the description various
travellers gave of public drunkenness of men and women in the early
r6oos, distilled liquor may have replaced these drinks in Russia earlier
than in western Europe.l02 There, spirits continued to be used medici-
nally until the mid- and late seventeenth century, when brandy began
to be consumed in some quantity. 103 Brandy consumption received a
fillip when in European armies it became customary for soldiers to
drink before engaging in battle. Indeed, some hold the land wars of the
late seventeenth century and in particular the campaign waged by
Louis XIV against Holland in 167z responsible lor the spreading
popularity of spirits. I 04

Nor did grain-based spirits become popular in north-western Europe
before the mid-seventeenth century. Changes in technology had some
impact on this development, for large-scale distilling became possible
only with the improvement of distilling apparatus. Cheap and easy
access to ingredients played a role as well. Baltic grain, entering
Holland in unprecedented quantities, came to be used for the manufac-
ture of Dutch gin or genever. The distilleries that sprang up in the town
of Schiedam around r63o profited from these cheap imports as well as

from the fact that distillers learned how to make their own yeast. 105 The
lower price of grain-based liquors compared to wine or sugar-based
ones such as rum contributed to a quick spread among various social
classes. As a result, the number of distilleries in Schiedam increased
from r r in 165o to r20 in 1775.106

The availability of cheap sugar similarly reduced the cost of manu-
facturing sugar-based spirits.l0T This development continued thanks to
the establishment of a West Indian sugar economy. Rum, made from
sugar cane, was popularized following the capture ofJamaica in r655.
It replaced beer in the British nar.ry. True popularity, however,
remained confined to England and Holland, the countries whose West
India Companies imported most of it from overseas.

Introduced in the seventeenth century, liquor followed the other
substances in gaining a solid place in people's diets in the eighteenth
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century. In England, for instance' gin began to rank with beer and ale

as the favourite drink of the labouring classes in part as a result of a

government promotion of indigenous spirits' The quantity of British

ipirits on which duty was charged increased from about Boo,ooo gallons

in r694 to over 6,0oo,ooo in I736.108 So popular did gin become among

the masses that anxiety about the state of productivity and public

morality led to a reversal in state policy in the form of the prohibitionist

Gin Act. The Act came too late to be e{Iective, however. By the time it
was passed, liquor had become too much of a popular drink to be

curtailed. Not even tea, the alternative espoused by social reformers,

was able to accomPlish that feat.

CONCLUSION

The seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries witnessed the rapid

global spread of tobacco, coffbe, cocoa, tea, and distilled spirits' With

Ih. ."..ption of liquor, all were introduced from newly discovered

lands and therefore held out the promise as much as the threat of the

unknown. Heralded for their medicinal qualities by some, they were

greeted with suspicion by others. Doctors, pursuing new ave,nues of

iredical insight, debated the wholesome qualities of coffee and cocoa,

claiming the'm to be alternatively beneficial or detrimental to the body

and the mind. Everywhere preachers railed against the supposedly

diabolical properties of tobacco and liquor'
If discoveries, missionaries, and adventurers were responsible for the

acquaintance with the stimulants, private merchants, sailors, and

,oldi..s further disseminated them around the globe. Levantine traders

were instrumental in the spread of coflee; soldiers brought cocoa and

tobacco with them across ih. Py..tr..s. At the other end of the social

spectrum, European royals, embracing chocolate and tea, stimulated

and accelerated their adoption by elites'

Introduced in a period ofworldwide religious ferment, the substances

evoked apprehe.rsions that resonated with the social transformation

introducJ by Protestantism in the west and the appropriation of

religious ,ymLols in the bureaucratic empires of Islam. Prescribing

disclpline and sobriety, European reform movements stressed indi-

vidual responsibility .t u prerequisite for salvation, and evaluated the

stimulants on the degree lo which they accorded with a life of moral

restraint and moderation. A secularized variant, especially active in

eighteenth-century Britain and Germany, demonized those stimulants

it saw as undermining the moral fibre of the poor'

Fierce controversy notwithstanding, the quantities consumed in the
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first half century of introduction were without exception small. Supply,
accordingly, was intermittent and weakly organized. This situation
only changed when the newly established East and West India Com-
panies began to include the commodities in their commercial activities.
Sustained deliveries ensured guaranteed supplies, which in turn
brought down prices to levels that made consumption affordable
beyond the wealthy. A mass market, however, came into being only in
the eighteenth century, when the stimulants had trickled down to the
labouring classes for whom they provided the sole relief in a dreary life
and a necessary dietary component.

The state everywhere played an important role in this latter process.
At first wary of, or indifferent to, the new commodities, it quickly
realized the potential profits accruing from mass consumption. The
persistence of religious or moral sentiments that favoured curbing
measures notwithstanding, bans were never enforced for long and,
before long, revenue-hungry governments even began to stimulate
consumption. The duties they imposed caused prices to go up, but the
legalization and orderly distribution that accompanied taxation also
spurred further growth in trade and consumption.

Neither increased availability at affordable prices nor mere state
encouragement could have brought about the rising popularity of the
stimulants at the turn of the eighteenth century. Religious and social
moralism contributed to increased consumption by welcoming those
stimulants whose intoxicating qualities were negligible. The main cata-
lyst, however, was a changing social climate in western Europe,
embodied by a burgeoning entrepreneurial class, prospering on new
commercial and financial opportunities and open to new products
brought from afar. Tobacco, coflbe, chocolate, and tea gained wide-
spread popularity in the contexts of the rise of new forms of enrer-
tainment, new forms of assembly, and new affiliations. coffeehouses,
salons, lodges, and clubs emerged as new venues for the expanding
urban citizenry or simply for men who sought to escape the confine-
ment of their homes.

In this development both class and gender di{ferences became
inscribed in the nature of the stimulants and the places where they
thrived. Taverns, once the gathering place for a variegated crowd, now
turned into the precinct ofthe labouring classes, their role as centres of
culture and entertainment for respectable citizens taken over by cof-
feehouses. The latter, in turn, over time lost their preeminence to the
private club, where commoners had no place. Whereas an incipient
bourgeoisie, endowed with increasing financial means and an appetite
firr the exotic, embraced snufl] developed a taste for co{fbe, and con-
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sumed chocolate in elegant surroundings, the labouring classes began to

frequent taverns and drink shops where tobacco and spirits provided
oblivion. The business men began to conduct in co{feehouses, finally,
relegated women to the exchange of gossip over coffee and tea in the
private sphere.
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NOTES

r Strictly speaking, sugar should bc considcred in this category as well, especially

since it bears a striking resemblancc to the substances discussed in this essay in
the way it was perceived in sixtecnth- to eighteenth-century Europe. I have

chosen not to include sugar, however, because for most ofthe period considercd
here sugar was seen and used as a spice, and as an ancillary substance rather
than a separate stimulant. For sugar, the readcr is rcferred to Sidney W. Mintz,
Sueetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York, r9B5). Its
title notwithstanding, this otherwise excellent book locuscs primarily on the

Anglo-Saxon world in its discussion of the sprcad of sugar.

s Some have claimcd that tobacco originated in Africa and was used in various

parts of the world prior to its introduction in Europe. See, for example, Leo

Wiener, Africa and lhe Discouery of Ameriea, 3 vols. (Philadelphia, Igzo-z), r;

and Lothcrd Becker, 'Zur Ethnologie dcr Tabakspfeife', in Sergius Golowin,
ed., Kult und Brauch der Kriiuterpfeife in Europa (Allmendingen, Ig8z), pP. 5-25.
For a rcfutation of the non-American origin of tobacco, see Giinthcr Stahl,
'Zur Frage des Ursprungs dcs Tabaksrauchens', Anthropos, z6 (r93I), pp.

56918z. The use of tobacco in South America is exhaustively discussed by

Johannes Wilbert, Tobacco and Shamanism in South Amertea (New Havcn, I9B7).
g G.A.Brongers, Pijpenen laDart (Bussum, 1964), p. r4; Ned F-ival,Tabac,miroir

du temps (Paris, rg8z), p. I3.

4 See Jacob M. Price, 'The Tobacco Adventure to Russia: Enterprise, Politics,

and Diplomacy in the Quest for a Northern Market for English Colonial
Tobacco, t676-r7zz', Transactions of the American Philosophical Societ2, n.s., 5t
(r96r), p. B.

5 G. D. J. Schotel, Letterkundige bijdragen tot de geschiedenis aan den tabak, de kffi en de

thee (The Haguc, rB4B), p. BI; Friedrich Tiedemann, Geschiehte des Tabaks und

anderer iihnlicher Genussmittel (Frankfurt a/M, rB54), pp. r65-6.
6 Tiedemann , Geschichte des Tabaks, p. r g r .

J See Ernest M. Satow, 'The Introduction of Tobacco intoJapan', Transactions of
the Asiatic Society of Japan, 6 ( r B7B), pp. 68-84.

B This information is derived from Gillian Wagner, The Chocolate Conscience

([,ondon, r9B7), pp. 7-rB.
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